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Reviewer's report:

Dear Author,

The Dementia Care topic is a very needed and essential topic to discuss and I congratulate you for choosing this topic for your submitted article. The methods and Dementia Assessment tool were well established and clear providing an insight to the work and training that the hospital staff have received in the four listed tertiary care hospitals.

However, I suggest that you attach Appendix A along with the remaining three appendices B.C and D as I was not able to witness it within the attached document with the manuscript.

Could you kindly explain why the numbers of both clinical and non-clinical staff in all four hospitals has significantly dwindled when completing the post-training/education survey?

Best regards,

M Altannir

Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.
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Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.
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Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.
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Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.
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